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Min/Max Adjustment 77-78.5

It is important to remember that water will
find it’s way naturally. This is a physical
law that we cannot change. A frameless
shower cubicle has a minimalistic design,
and this means that the small profile/
threshold trim, unlike a conventional
framed shower cubicle, may allow a small
amount of water to splash out. Under
normal showering conditions this should
not be a concern as the water will usually
hit the person showering and reduce the
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Min/Max Adjustment 87-88.5

Min/Max Adjustment 97-98.5
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Information: Easy clean glass, 10 year guarantee.
Height: 195cm

Phoenix provide, as standard, a surface
protection for all our shower enclosures
clearly marked with the logo called
Phoenix Easy-Clean. This is an invisible
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surface deposits that can dull the surface
of your shower door.
BATH SCREENS
It is important to remember that water will find it’s way naturally. This is a
physical law that we cannot change. Our frameless bath screens are
designed as a deflector for water to try and reduce the chance of water
escaping from the showering area over a bath during normal showering
conditions.
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Finishes:

5MM TEMPERED
Guarantee/Aftercare: During installation extra care must be taken to avoid damaging the fittings. We provide a guarantee
against faulty
SAFETY GLASS
manufacture or materials (excluding serviceable parts), providing they have been installed, cared for and used in accordance
EN12150-1 with our instructions
and good plumbing practice.
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Notes: Drawings may not be to scale. All dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated. Information correct at time of printing but subject to change at any time.

